Although individual nerve terminals from the same neuron often differ in neurotransmitter release characteristics the extent to which endocytic retrieval of synaptic vesicle components differs is unknown. We used high-fidelity optical recordings to undertake a large-scale analysis of endocytosis kinetics of individual boutons. Our data indicate that endocytosis kinetics do not differ substantially across boutons from the same cell but instead appear to be controlled at a cell-wide level.

Synaptic vesicle (SV) recycling ensures sufficient vesicles for ongoing synaptic function. Recent experiments demonstrated that SVs recycle locally in a clathrin^[@R1]^, AP-2^[@R2]^ and dynamin-dependent^[@R3]--[@R5]^ manner. pHluorin-tagged SV proteins provides a powerful approach to monitor endocytosis kinetics in response to AP firing at the single synapse and single vesicle level^[@R6]^. We recently demonstrated that single vesicle retrieval is stochastic displaying exponentially distributed retrieval times. Larger stimuli (up to 150 AP) also lead to similar single exponential fluorescence decays, agreeing with the stochastic model's prediction for the many vesicle case and indicating that vesicles endocytose in parallel under these conditions. We sought to determine to what extent endocytosis kinetics are dictated at the single synapse versus cellular level. Our data reveal large variations in SV endocytosis time constants (τ~endo~) between cells ranging from a mean of 5.5 s to 38.9 s that is independent of the history of chronic activity. Most variation between boutons of the same cell is explained by the expected stochastic endocytosis behavior of individual vesicles. Endocytosis retrieval times appear to be under the influence of a cell-wide modulator of endocytosis rather than set at the single synapse level.

Our observation that endocytosis of individual SVs is governed by a stochastic process predicts that one requires repeated sampling of endocytosis in order to properly characterize its kinetics at individual synapses. pHluorin-tagged vGlut1 (vG-pH) or Synaptophysin (physin-pH) expressed in individual dissociated hippocampal neurons provides a readout of endocytosis kinetics following exocytosis. The low-photobleaching rate and high sensitivity of pHluorin-based assays allowed us to interrogate endocytic performance repeatedly over many trials simultaneously at numerous nerve terminals. An individual experiment yielded between 12 and 131 boutons for analysis from which single bouton endocytosis kinetics could be measured ([Fig 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We chose a 100 AP 10Hz stimulus to provide sufficient signal to noise allowing fitting of single trials to determine τ~endo~ (see below). This stimulus results in exocytosis of 24 ± 4% (n=8 cells) of the recycling pool, below the endocytic capacity of \~40%^[@R7]^ of these neurons. τ~endo~ from pHluorin responses was measured over \~25--35 sequential stimulus runs for each neuron. Only experiments yielding stable response amplitude and kinetics across the experiment were used for analysis ([Fig S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Each fluorescence trace reveals the stimulus-locked exocytosis response (fluorescence increase) followed by a post-stimulus fluorescence decay which is the convolution of endocytic and reacidification dynamics. The curves were fit to single exponential decays ([Fig 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) beginning at a time point offset from the end of the stimulus equal to roughly twice the reacidification time constant where the exponential time course is dominated by endocytosis^[@R6]^. The robustness of the data set was maximized by imposing stringent criteria for inclusion of individual events based on fit quality, temporal stability and signal to noise (see Methods). In total our initial analysis included 23,738 individual trial responses from a total of 1793 boutons associated with 49 neurons.

Data associated with an individual cell is represented as a heat map, color coded to show τ~endo~ values obtained for the 300--1200 events measured across all boutons of an individual cell ([Fig 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The mean τ~endo~ for each bouton in turn allowed us to determine the variance of τ~endo~ across boutons within a given cell. For the example shown in [Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the coefficient of variation CV) across boutons was \~19%, similar to the mean intrabouton CV determined from many cells (17.5 ± 0.9% N=34 cells). Contributions to the CV are expected to arise from at least two sources: (1) for each bouton, endocytosis is likely stochastic, and therefore will lead to inherent variations that can only be averaged out with sufficient measurement repetition; (2) the characteristic τ~endo~ for each bouton may be genuinely different (a biological variation). In order to determine the relative contributions of these to the CV, we took two approaches. We first used a "boot-strap" approach, whereby one tests the hypothesis that fluctuations arise non-randomly by recalculating the average CV after many random reshuffles of the data^[@R8]^. Variations across boutons due to insufficient sampling would result in a distribution of CVs obtained after reshuffling the data covering the original data set. Averaged across 500 permutations per cell the boot-strap approach predicts a CV of 9.4 ± 2.5% (standard deviation) indicating that a large portion of the experimental average CV (17.5 ± 0.9%) likely arises from too limited a sampling of a stochastic process. We also explicitly calculated, from a theoretical standpoint, the degree of fluctuation expected based upon the single vesicle description of endocytosis as an exponentially distributed stochastic process^[@R6]^. The model was extended to a several vesicle Markov Model where each of *n* vesicles are internalized independently with the same stochastic parameter (see Methods). The distribution of all bouton events from individual cells was then fit to the Markov model with only two free parameters, *n* and \<τ~endo~\>([Fig 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The data shows that individual τ~endo~ span a wide range, from \~3s to 40s. These extremes in the distribution are expected from a stochastic process, as is verified by the fact that the entire distribution is accurately fit by the *n*-vesicle Markov model. The model's prediction of the number of vesicles internalized, 17 ± 1 (N=34 cells), compares well to our experimental estimate of 15 ± 2 for this stimulus (see Methods). The model also allows one to estimate the expected coefficient of variation across boutons assuming they have identical properties incorporating the measured fluctuations in exocytosis. The Markov model predicts that for a similar data set the coefficient of variation between identical boutons would be \~12% (Methods). Thus both the bootstrap and the explicit theoretical approach agree very well and indicate that a large fraction of the measured CV in τ~endo~ across boutons is expected from the stochastic nature of endocytosis.

Given that a given cell's distribution of τ~endo~ values is well described by the Markov model, we conclude that the parameter \<τ~endo~\>is a good descriptor of endocytic behavior of that cell. Unlike the case for individual boutons, the estimate of cell average \<τ~endo~\> is based on hundreds (300--1200) of individual bouton-events. This analysis allowed us to compare \<τ~endo~\> values across many cells. Given that our data indicate that endocytosis is well characterized by a cell-wide property, we reasoned that one could obtain valid estimates from of \<τ~endo~\> using fewer repetitions (50--250 bouton events) allowing us to increase the total sample size for this aspect of the analysis. Following this reasoning we expanded the data set to a total of 84 individual cells. These data showed that unlike for individual boutons, individual cells showed a large degree of variation in \<τ~endo~\>. Over the entire distribution of cells (N=84) the cell \<τ~endo~\> ranged from 5.5s to 38.9s with a CV of 41% ([Fig 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These data indicate that each cell has its own endocytic kinetics, and that these kinetics differ significantly across cells.

We wondered if \<τ~endo~\> might be correlated with neurotransmitter type, age in culture or history of chronic activity. Age in culture showed no significant trend in \<τ~endo~\> over the 8 day range of ages used ([Fig S2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We used retrospective vGlut and/or vGat immunocytochemistry to determine if variation in endocytosis kinetics might be correlated with the type of neurotransmitter being release ([Fig S3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These experiments revealed that both groups showed a wide range of \<τ~endo~\> with no statistically significant difference between the distributions ([Fig 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Individual neurons appear to adjust key properties associated with synaptic transmission in response to levels of chronic activity, known as a homeostatic scaling. Given the cell-wide but cell-specific character of endocytosis kinetics we sought to determine if this presynaptic parameter was under homeostatic feedback control. To test this idea τ~endo~ measurements were obtained from neurons in which electrical activity had been chronically silenced for 2--8 days using TTX. We recently showed that such treatments result in acceleration in exocytosis kinetics and increases in the size of the synaptic vesicle recycling pool^[@R9]^, however these experiments showed that the endocytic profile of cells appears invariant with respect to the history of chronic activity, irrespective of neurotransmitter type ([Fig 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Finally we examined whether variability in \<τ~endo~\> would be sensitive to perturbations known to dramatically slow endocytosis. We made use of shRNA-mediated knockdown of the clathrin adaptor AP-2 ([Fig S4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), resulting in 3-fold slowing of SV endocytosis^[@R2]^ ([Fig 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"},[S6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), consistent with the observations that SV endocytosis is largely a clathrin-mediated process. As with WT neurons, we found significant variability in \<τ~endo~\> from cell to cell (WT CV~\<τendo\>~ = 41% (95% confidence interval 34%--49%), AP-2 KD CV~\<τendo\>~= 56% (95% confidence interval 24%--82%)^[@R10]^) ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) that was unrelated to the degree of knockdown ([Fig S5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus the mechanism of the cell to cell variations in endocytosis remains intact despite dramatic slowing of the endocytic process.

The molecular mechanisms and kinetics of SV endocytosis have been of significant interest since the discovery of SV recycling ^[@R11]^. Although the importance of a clathrin-mediated pathway in SV endocytosis has been established it is unknown what feature of this pathway controls speed. Use of pHluorin reporters allowed for acquisition of large data sets from individual cells, enabling us to examine fluctuations in τ~endo~ for the first time. The most parsimonious explanation of the observed fluctuations in τ~endo~ within a given cell is that they arise from the stochastic nature of endocytosis itself. The agreement between the observed distribution in τ~endo~ and a Markov model of the expected number of vesicles endocytosing ([Fig 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) suggests that most fluctuations within a given cell can be accounted for from the sampling statistics. This places an upper bound on the amount of biological variation between boutons. Assuming that in addition to sampling errors the CV is also impacted by variations in exocytosis, the upper bound for the expected CV across boutons is \~12% (see Supp. Model). In contrast our analysis of \<τ~endo~\> across 84 cells indicates that there is almost 4-fold greater variability in this parameter across cells. Thus endocytic performance is a cell-wide parameter. Given that exocytosis properties have been shown to vary significantly across synapses^[@R12]^, these results suggest that endocytosis is largely uncoupled from aspects of exocytosis. Consistent with these findings we found that chronic silencing of neurons, previously shown to lead to up regulation of both pre^[@R13]^ and postsynaptic^[@R14]^ aspects of synaptic transmission, did not lead to measurable changes in the \<τ~endo~\>. Our data indicate that the key parameter describing endocytic performance is set at the single cell level, perhaps reflecting a regulatory program related to specific, but as yet unidentified elements of the endocytic machinery. The fact that perturbations of a protein that participates in endocytosis (AP-2) dramatically slows endocytosis but leaves the variability intact suggests the existence of a cell-wide modulatory system that influences SV retrieval time. The identity of this modulatory system remains unknown however its existence predicts a potentially powerful means of controlling presynaptic performance.
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![A) Representative field of synaptic boutons transfected with vG-pH. Scale bar 10µm. B) example traces with exponential fits to the fluorescence decays of a single bouton stimulated with 100AP 10Hz stimulus. Decay times are 11.5 ±0.5 s and 6.6 ±0.4 s respectively. C) exo-endocytic responses from 29 consecutive runs from a single bouton with 5 min recovery between runs. D) Heat map of all endocytic decays of an individual cell, color-coded from 4s (red) to 27s (blue), with grey being events that did not pass inclusion criteria. Boutons are sorted from fastest (left) to slowest (right); while runs are from first (top) to last (bottom). (29 runs, 46 boutons, 1136 events, average time constant 9.2s ± 0.1s). E) Histogram of all 832 bouton events from a single cell plotted with the maximum-likelihood fit of the Markov model (Histogram (black) mean \<τ~endo~\>= 14.50 s, Model (red) mean \<τ~endo~\>= 15.22 s, N=19 vesicles).](nihms285246f1){#F1}

![A) Heat maps of 3 different cells (truncated to 18 runs (top to bottom) and 20 boutons each). Grey represents bouton-events that did not meet inclusion criteria. (Average τ~endo~ 20.7±0.3s, 6.3±0.1s, 15.7±0.3s) B) \<τ~endo~\> distribution across cells shows a range from 5.5s -- 39.8s (N=84 cells) C) Distribution and \<τ~endo~\> of WT, AP2-KD, vGlut-positive, vGlut-positive TTX silenced, vGat-positive and vGat-positive TTX silenced cells based upon post-experiment immunofluorescence staining. Normalizing the distributions to their mean showed that there is no significant difference in the spread of the distribution for AP2-KD cells compared to WT (KS-test p=0.29). Silencing cultures with TTX for 2--8 days showed no significant difference in their distributions (KS-test p=0.24 vGlut, p=0.69 vGat). vGlut, vGat segregation showed no significant difference in their distributions (KS-test p=0.28). (Box-whisker plots showing 5%--25%--50%-- 75%--95%) is plotted. (WT N= 84, AP2-KD N=14, vGlut N=10, vGlut-TTX N=14, vGat N=16, vGat-TTX N=11 cells) Cell averaged time constants WT 12.3±0.6s, AP2-KD 35.3±5.3s, vGlut 13.4±0.8s, vGlut-TTX 14.3±1.5s, vGat 13.4±0.9s, and vGat-TTX 12.4±0.9s.](nihms285246f2){#F2}
